
SV parameterized functions

Brad Pierce – idea for Mantis 696



SV-2005 ballot issue 225

 An unresolved enhancement request from the balloting of 

SV-2005.

 See also the related enhancement request of ballot issue 

205 for unconstrained array types.
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http://www.eda.org/svdb/view.php?id=696
http://www.eda.org/svdb/view.php?id=676
http://www.eda.org/svdb/view.php?id=676


Let’s not enhance function call syntax

 Let’s only enhance function declaration syntax

 So the design constraint

Infer parameter types from the types of actuals
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SV precedent
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 Interface ports, especially generic interface ports

 Until actual interface references are passed in at elaboration-

time the specific type of the port is unknown 

 SystemVerilog-2009 ‘let’ construct

 LRM example

 let mult(x, y) = ($bits(x) + $bits(y))'(x * y);

 Body must be expressible as a simple expression, no 

procedural code, such as assignments or for-loops.



Idea

 parameter_port_list after ‘function’ keyword

 unconventional position is to accommodate return type

 <T> to indicate inference

 automatic by default, like class methods
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Example: mult

 A parameterized function ‘mult’ that takes two vectors of 
arbitrary widths, and returns a product with summed width.

function#(typeT_left, T_right,

localparam N_left = $bits(T_left),

N_right = $bits(T_right),

N_result = N_left+N_right,

localparam typeT_result = logic [N_result-1:0])

T_result mult(

input <T_left> in_left,

input <T_right> in_right);

return in_left * in_right;

endfunction
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Rules

1. Only type parameters, no value parameters.

 Unrestricted local parameters.

2. No default assignments for parameters.

 As always, necessary for local parameters

3. If multiple <T> for same T, leftmost actual wins, and 

other actuals must have matching types.

 Example

 f(input <T> a, b, output <T> c, d, inoutT e)

 All 5 formals get type of the actual passed to ‘a’, and type of actuals

passed to ‘b’, ‘c’, and ‘d’ must match it, else an error. But type of actual 

‘e’ needn’t match it.
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Why so many type names?
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 Probably the following should be legal, too.

function#() integer countones(input <> in);

countones = 0;

foreach ( in[i] )

countones += in[i];

endfunction



But what about value parameters?
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 It’s ugly (or worse), but you could indirectly pass integer 
valued parameters

 Example

… foo(8’bz, x, y) …

function#(typeT, 

localparam N = $size(T));

[N-1:0] foo(input <T> size,

input <> left,

input <> right);

return left * right;

endfunction



Conclusion
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 Solution not very satisfying

 But at least clear how it’s intended to work

 Anything fancier and we should probably just carefully 

copy it from a language that already has it
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 Thanks for reading!


